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The College of Wooster
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Welcome Class of 1996 and
all new students!
I have to first thank my friends at Wooster for encouraging
me to put together this “
Baby Book,”and my friends from home
for offering their opinions and ideas. I also want to thank
Michelle and Robin from The Collier Printing Company, Mimi
Lewellen in Admissions, Tom Karpf and Teg Smith for their art
work, and to all of the advertisers who helped cover the costs for
the production of this Directory. More thanks goes to my family
(and Alex) who supported and helped me with the book, and to
the mailman who is glad (after 300+ letters) that this whole
thing is over!
Welcome to your new home everyone. Good luck to all of
you and enjoy your days at Wooster.
O'13»rm
Betsy O’
Brien
Class of 1994
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This Directory is brought to you by...

Student Government Association
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
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“
Students Addressing Issues Concerning Students”

X2773
CABINET OFFICERS
Michael McTiernan, President

Graham Stevens,
Director of Special Projects

Jeff Langer, Vice President
of Academic Affairs

Oliver Preuss,Secretary

Lisa Ostermueller,
Vice President of
Student Affairs

Kathy Wilson, Publicity Director
Kevin Cropp,Treasurer

LEAD — Leader Education And Development Team 1992-93
Devinka Abeysinghe
Tammy Berger
Tara Burgy
Andrew Druliner
Dan Ephraim

Jen Goebel
Sean Harris
Allison Hightshoe
Katherine Kussmaul
Katie Lederer
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Lisa Ostermueller
Rachel Tansey
Becky Tremaglio
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NEW STUDENT PROFILE
The C ollege of W ooster Class of 1996:
498 New Students
232 men + 244 w om en = 476 first years
15 men + 7 w om en = 22 transfer students
9 one-year students
167 students from O hio = 33.5%
52 students from 15 foreign countries = 10.4%
32 states are represented
306 students from public sch ools = 61.4%
157 students from private and parochial sch ools = 31.5%
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IN T R O D U C IN G
The New Students!
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W ELCO M E

CLAc

NJINJETEE.N KIIMETV-SIX
1. What are your interests and/or hobbies?
2. What makes you unique?
3. If you could be anyone for a day, who would you be
and why?

Abbie Chapin
W est Chester, PA
Westtown School
After working at a camp for
mentally handicapped peo
ple, I find that my high
energy level makes me
unique.

Alanna Mussawwir
Philadelphia, PA
G eorge Washington Carver
I enjoy colorful things,
African-American history,
chemistry, science, I love
to talk on the phone, and
be with my boyfriend. I
think my militant outlook
on life and society makes
me unique in a very posi
tive way.

Adam Mellor
Zanesville, OH
Bishop Rosecrans HS
I enjoy debating, weightlift
ing, playing cards and
relaxing. I am my own per
son - not a “plastic”indi
vidual who m olds to the
norm. I would be Dan
Quayle for a day so I could
get paid to do nothing.

Alex Johnson
W ooster, OH
Northwestern
Basketball, baseball, col
lecting baseball cards,
Nintendo playing, golfing.
My sense of humor is
unique. I would be myself.
I don’twant to be anyone
else.

Aditya Rege
Bombay, India
Sydenham
Theatre (I act professional
ly on Bombay stage),
sports, music, pretty girls.
My Aquiline nose, my
pathetic sense of humor
and a ridiculous notion that
I can sing well make me
unique. The first time I
sang, my parents nearly
disowned me.

Alex Leroi Zaitchik
Natick, MA
Louise Jefferson HS
Groovy sounds, funky
ideas and fine women!
DNA makes me unique. I
would be myself, a long
time ago, so I could
change my response to
this question.

Alan Troup
Murrysville, PA
Franklin Regional
I enjoy tennis, basketball,
wilderness activities,
camping, repelling, golf
and tennis. I collect rocks,
minerals, baseball cards
and souvineers of my trav
els. I’d be Michael Jordon.
He has the pow er to touch
so many people’s lives,
especially children.

Ali Faisal Yasin
Lahore, Pakistan
Aitchison College
My interests include
physics and the performing
arts. Debating being fore
m ost in the latter category.
Reading a good book with
m usic on and lots of junk
food is my favorite hobby.
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Ali Ihsan Ozgenic
Istanbul, Turkey
Deutsche Schule
Traveling, athletics, read
ing, music. I’d be Yehudi
Menuhin to enjoy the feel
ing of playing the violin so
well.

Amy Boyden
Lake Forest, IL
Lake Forest Academy
I like playing sports, e spe
cially tennis and field hock
ey. I also enjoy cooking
and listening to music.

Alicia Parks
Derwood, MD
Magruder HS
My interests and hobbies
include cooking, environ
mental issues, reading, ice
skating, and talking.

Amy Shea Elkavich
Manchester, NH
Miss Hall’s School
Tennis, skiing, reading,
gardening, music.

Amanda Lee Junkin
Solon, OH
Solon HS
I love dancing, reading,
and listening to my favorite
rock band U2.1 believe in
doing my own thing. I
don’tjust go with the flow.
I’d like to be the doctor
who discovers the cure for
AIDS so I could make a
lasting ■- - ■
mankind.

Amy Menk
Poland, OH
Poland Seminary
Skiing, reading, camping,
painting. My feet make me
unique. Life is too short to
spend it wanting to be
som eone else.

Amy Elizabeth Beilstein
Mansfield, OH
Mansfield Senior High
I like to spend my time
playing the flute, gardening
and listening to music. I
also like to be involved in
my church youth group.
The quality that distin
guishes me from others
my age is my faith in God. I
have higher morals than
m ost people my age.

Amy Salvato
Cincinnati, OH
Princeton HS
I have natural red hair. I
would be my cat - he leads
a very relaxing life.
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Amy Stillwagon
Ann Arbor, Ml
Pioneer
I love to watch and partici
pate in all kinds of sports.
Listening and collecting
CD’s is also a passion of
mine. But m ost of all, I love
going out with my friends
and doing things sponta
neously.

Andrea Reinhart
Roseville, MN
Roseville Area HS
I live for tennis and food. If
I’m notout on the court
you can be sure that I’m
not far from the Fritos.

Amy E. Triplett
Pittsburgh, PA
Mt. Lebanon HS
My interests include music,
I was in marching and con 
cert band, reading, needle
work, nature walks, and
miniature golf. I’m also
active with various volun
teer work.

Andrew Cronin
Olney, MD
St. Andrew’s Episcopal
Mike skiing (lot of that in
Ohio?), International
Relations, lacrosse, art. My
character and ability to
blend make me unique. I
would be God for a day
because I’ve always w on
dered what it would be like
to be Him.

Anastasia Tom assi
G rosse Pointe W oods, Ml
G rosse Pointe North HS
Painting, tennis, skiing,
sailing, basketball, base
ball, volleyball, medicine,
geology, biology, hunting,
cheerleading, athletic train
ing, tae kwondo, archery,
fishing, hiking, and travel
ing.

Angela Marie Martin
Geneva, OH
Harbor HS
Mostly I love helping peo
ple with their problems.
I’m a great listener. I also
enjoy going out with
friends, talking on the
phone, and listening to
music.

Andrea DeCeilio
Fredonia, NY
Fredonia HS
Tell me som ething really
funny or give me a lilly pad
and you’ll find out what’s
unique about me.

Anita Lee Mitchell
Sidney, OH
Sidney HS
If I could be anyone, I
wouldn’tbe another per
son, but an animal. That
way I could know how they
think.
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Anne C. Marquardt
Mansfield, OH
Lexington HS
Skiing, windsurfing, sail
ing, tennis, jogging, moun
tain biking, horseback rid
ing, playing violin, reading,
and amazingly (after all
these years) studying! I’d
like to be a terminally ill
child so that I could better
understand and som eday
help similar children.

Ben Wachs
West Lafayette, IN
W est Lafayette HS
I enjoy giving long, detailed
responses to questions
about my hobbies and
interests. My uniqueness
makes me unique. I would
be Elvis for a day in order
to see whether I’m dead or
not.

Anneli V&xmo
Norrkoping, Sweden
Ebersteinska skolan
I have taken piano and
song lesson s for nine
years. My friends and I use
to sing at parties and con 
certs. I also like sports. I
am positive and creative. I
would be a fam ous balleri
na performing the ballet to
the “Fire Bird”by
Stravinski.

Benjamin B. Haskell
Winchester, MA
Winchester HS
My interests are the arts
(fine arts - painting, etc.),
playing ultimate frisbee,
riding my bike, and listen
ing to music. I’d be Pablo
Picasso so I could experi
ence the mind and actions
of one of the greatest
artists ever to create.

April Elsea
Findlay, OH
Findlay HS
I am interested in writing,
reading, playing piano and
jogging. I’d be a penguin
because they are so cute
and carefree! They waddle
everywhere, jump in the
water and waddle again! It
would be fun.

Benjamin Wolski
Lower Gwynedd, PA
George School
Trumpet, piano, tennis,
football, jazz, science.
People always find som e
“God for saken”nickname
that fits my personality. I’d
be Indiana Jones - I only
wish my life was that per
fect.

Augusta Ferguson
Charlotte, NC
Myers Park HS
Tennis, soccer, bowling,
skiing, photography, travel
ing, roller blading, jewelry
making, sky diving, gar
dening. I’d be Georgia
O’Keffe because she was
independent and lived her
life the way she wanted,
and set a good example for
wom en today.

Betsy Titler
Madison, OH
Madison HS
Dancing, going out with
friends, cheerleading,
church youth group, dance
and tap, ballet, jazz and
lyrical all at competitive
levels. I’d be Princess Di to
see what it would be like to
live in the public eye and to
have all the attention.
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Bridget Drury
Wheeling, WV
Wheeling Park HS
I would be the character
Lucy from the “Chronicles
of Narnia”because I would
like to have all of the
adventures she had.

Bill Taylor
LeRoy, NJ
LeRoy HS
I like golf, tennis, basket
ball, bowling, singing, lis
tening to music, reading,
sleeping, Mountain Dew
and popcorn.

Bill Ping Xie
Pittsburgh, PA
Peabody HS
I’m interested in various
things. From Karate, mar
tial art, and fencing to
dancing and debate. I’m
also interested in com par
ing different religions. My
hobby is the art of argucy
(fortune telling). Most of
my life is an odd ball case.

.

Bridgett Marie Gamby
Upper Sandusky, OH
Upper Sandusky HS
I like to play volleyball,
so ccer or any kinds of
sports, except basketball I am terrible at basketball. I
also like to read and listen
to m usic of anykind.

Brian Hewitt
Fredericksburg, OH
Waynedale HS
Football, baseball, basket
ball, tennis, baseball card
collecting.

Brijin Boddy
Elyria, OH
Elyria HS
Playing volleyball and
singing. My name is an
indicator of my unique per
sonality. I have a totally
logical outlook on life that
makes me different.

Brian Kaplan
Gaithersburg, MD
Quince Orchard
Tennis, basketball,
weightlifting, and jazz band
(trumpet). My sensitively
and willingness to help
people make me unique.
I’d be a trauma physician
specializing in Pediatrics.
I’ve always wanted to be a
doctor and I enjoy working
with children.

Brooke Johnson
Edina, MN
Edina HS
My interests are doing
things with kids and study
ing people’s minds. My
laugh and my sense of
humor are unique. I would
be Pebbles from
“Flinstones" because she
has nothing to worry about
and just has fun.
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Bryan Koepp
Lorain, OH
Lorain Catholic HS
I have many interests and
hobbies, but my favorite is
running. Man, do I love to
run. My red, curly hair
makes m e unique because
it glow s like the sunshine
and has as many curls as a
coaster. Like Mike, I wanna
be like Mike.

Caroline Starr Saum
Chevy Chase, MD
Bethesda-Chevy Chase HS
I’m interested in history,
drama and Russian. I do
aerobics for exercise. I love
playing childish gam es and
I’m aw esom e in a water
gun fight.

Caitlin Dill
Chapel Hill, NC
Chapel Hill HS
Swimming, photography,
dancing. What makes me
unique? I survived
Spanish, barely. I’d be
Michael Jordon. I would
love to be able to play bas
ketball that well and be
able to jum p that high.

Carolyn E. Winemiller
W est Milton, OH
Milton-Union HS
I have a fickle lucky star an over active imagination.

Carmine Vincenzo
Cleveland, OH
St. Ignatius
I like to write and enjoy life.
I like sports and music. I
also like talking to people,
and getting to know them.

Carrie Young
Kent, OH
Theodore Roosevelt HS
I like new things, to try
things that are daring and
som etim es stupid. I love
the outdoors, to read, to
write, to talk to people and
to have fun. I have always
wanted to be a bird, for a
day, so that I could fly.

Caroline Gray
Dedham, MA
Kents Hill School
Field hockey, sailing, hik
ing, running, music, envi
ronmental issues, and
community service.

Chad Brintnall
East Grand Rapids, Ml
East Grand Rapids HS
I love all sports - baseball
especially. I also like to
hunt, fish, and spend time
at my cottage in Northern
Michigan.
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Charles Hansen
Strongsville, OH
Strongsville HS
I enjoy sports and outdoor
activities although I also
like to read and relax. I am
“a jack of all trades, but
master of none.”I do many
things reasonably well but I
will never be able to master
any.

Christine Elizabeth Reid
Cincinnati, OH
Turpin
I enjoy reading, writing,
and playing the violin.

Charlotte M. Chenot
Towanda, PA
Towanda Area HS
Horseback riding, running,
skiing, ballet, swimming,
ice skating, sledding,
singing, traveling, cam p
ing, French horn, piano,
country air, snow, dancing,
laughing, animals, music,
and cards. Santa Claus because he brings happi
n ess to everyone.

Christy Cairns
Rochester, NY
School of the Arts
I love to dance and travel. I
spent the last year as an
exchange student in Brazil
and learned Capoeira and
the Samba. I’m practically
fluent in Portugnese, but
I’ll speak English to you - if
you speak slowly!

Chris Seibert
Ridgefield, CT
St. Lukes
I like playing all sports, my
favorites are socer, foot
ball, tennis and basketball.
I like listening to music,
hard rock, heavy metal,
and top 40. I’d like to be
Michael Jordan, being the
best basketball player in
the world.

Claire G. Moncrief
Morganton, NC
Freedom HS
Soccer, swimming, run
ning, listening to music,
and talking into the wee
hours of the night. What
makes me unique is that I
don’ttry to be unique or
different - I’m just myself.
I’d be anyone who has
been the best at som ething
- anything.

Christine Nicole McBride
Ontario, Canada
Williston Northampton
My hobbies include
singing, dancing, acting,
diving and gymnastics. I’d
definitely be a cartoon
because no matter how
hard they get bashed up or
torn apart they always
bounce back. Plus I like
how their eyes go when
they are scared.

Clinton Behm
Madison, OH
M adison HS
Everything interests me sports, music, nature, talk
ing to people, going places.
What makes me unique?
Just that I’m different in
som e ways. I’d be Bugs
Bunny.
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Courtney Caswell-Peyton
Greenwich, CT
Greenwich HS
I love performing, listening
to all kinds of music, rock
collecting, photography,
and reading Shakespeare. I
am a theatrical person as
well who loves discus
sions. I am determined to
succeed and I pride myself
on staying true to my prin
ciples.

Cyrus Screwvala
Bay Village, OH
BayHS
I enjoy playing the tuba
and electric bass. I listen to
and collect tapes, swim,
play softball and basket
ball. I read science fiction
and Scientific American. I
com e from a diverse cul
tural background.

Courtney Pippen
Baltimore, MD
Roland Park Country
School
I dance, swim, babysit, and
hang out with friends. I am
interested in biology or
international relations.

Damien Seattle Tietjen
Marblehead, OH
Danbury HS
Downhill skiing, bungee
jumping. What probably
makes me unique is that
I’m like no one else.

Courtney Young
W ooster, OH
W ooster HS
I enjoy reading, writing let
ters, listening to music,
singing, and hanging out
with friends. I also enjoy
shopping. My friends say I
am unique because I am
able to be friendly with
alm ost anyone, and I am
usually smiling.

Damon Rothhaar
Willard, OH
Willard HS
I like playing or watching
any type of athletics, com 
puters, and reading.

Cynthia Sue B oggess
Sherman, WV
Ravenswood HS
My interests include play
ing tennis, growing plants,
recycling, painting, philos
ophy and biology. Being an
artist, nature lover, and a
feminist makes me unique.

Dana Moore
Valparaiso, IN
Valparaiso HS
I can be at home and
happy anywhere if I just
have a few good books and
som e nice music (I like just
about anything) and a
room to hole up in. It's
people I get scared of.
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Danell Ann Tobey
Greenville, Ml
Greenville HS
Drama Club, forensics,
show choir, literacy club,
SADD, Flat River
Community Players, read
ing. I have hom em ade
green daisy jeans. I would
be me. If everyone wanted
to be som eone else w e’d
only know illusions as no
one would exist.

Danya Anne Lecker
Erie, PA
Villa Maria Academy
I play soccer, softball, volley
ball, basketball, and I swim. I
like to read classic novels
and watch 1920 movies. I
am a very versatile person.
At the drop of a hat, I’m
capable to adjust to a new
situation, especially if there’s
a challenge that stimulates
the activity.

Daniel Blystone
London, England
American School
I like music -1 play cello
and guitar. I also enjoy film
and theatre.

Dave Waldman
Wayne, PA
Radnor HS
I like lacrosse and football.
My Indian Head tatoo
makes me unique. I would
be Perry Farrell, ex front
man for Jane’s Addiction,
for a day.

Daniel Branstrator
Richmond, IN
Richmond HS
Music, hiking, camping,
thinking. The fact that I am
genuinely secure and con 
tent with who I am makes
me unique. I’d be myself
because I really don’tlike
anyone else enough to be
them for a day.

David Brown
Pittsburgh, PA
Peabody HS
Writing, visual arts, pho
tography, the space sci
ences, skiing, ultimate
frisbee, cycling, and
juggling.

Daniel Roeder
Titusville, PA
Titusville Senior HS
Drawing, basketball card
collecting, playing video
games, and basketball. I’m
unique because I still
watch cartoons everyday.

David Carew
Bethesda, MD
St. Andrew Episcopal
School
I love playing baseball and
the guitar. My size 15 feet
make me unique. I would
be George Bush for a day som eon e needs to run the
country, right?
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David Matzko
Dayton, OH
Oakwood HS
I enjoy all sports, both as a
participant and spectator. I
particularly enjoy playing
golf. Other hobbies are: lis
tening to classic rock and
roll, collecting baseball
cards and other memora
bilia and having fun.

Dawn Marie Kahl
Seaside, OR
Seaside HS
I enjoy singing, acting, and
drawing. I love to watch
“Saturday Night Live" and I
love to laugh. The thing
that makes me unique is
that I’ve lived in Oregon all
my life so I have different
perspectives.

David Garritt Parsons
South Salem, NY
St. Lukes School
My hobbies and interests
are mostly sport orientat
ed. I enjoy playing just
about every sport there is
and will always try a new
one. I also collect baseball
cards, stam ps and junk. I’d
be Pele and be playing in a
World Cup game.

Derek Longbrake
Seattle, WA
Garfield
I love sports especially
soccer and swimming.
What makes me unique is
my versatility (i.e. I can be
quiet or loud, outgoing or
reclusive) plus I’m good at
a lot of things - but not
great at them.

David Ruscitto
Norfolk, MA
The Rivers School
My interests are weight lift
ing and hunting. I also like
to play sports. I would be
Dan Quayle for a day
because I would like to see
what being the butt of
every com edians joke is
like.

Deven Shah
Calcutta, India
St. Jam es’School
Extensive reading, creative
writing, public speaking,
student government, sci
ence, math, astronomy,
ecology, chess, cricket,
tennis, swimming, biking,
music, good food, movies,
computers, crossw ord
puzzles, hiking, camping,
horse riding & long walks.

David Sadd
Sewickley, PA
Sewickley Academy
I am a musician. I also fly
stunt kites, and like any
thing else outside. I’d be
myself. I’m perfectly happy
with me and would not like
to be anyone else.

Donna-Marie Granderson
Uniondale, NY
Holy Trinity HS
Working at McDonald’s,
shopping at the mall, going
to movies, and talking on
the phone. Everytime
som eone sees me, I always
have a smile on my face. I
guess I’m just a happy per
son, but it’s weird that I’m
always smiling.
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Dora Loflin
Oberlin, OH
Elyria Catholic
I am very interested in the
performing arts. I have
taken tap and ballet
lesson s for 11 years. I have
also been a m em ber of the
drill team for the past two
years.

Dylan Leggett
Evanston, IL
Evanston Township HS
Reading, music, skate
boarding, photography,
everything. My taste in
alm ost everything is eclectic/eccentric. I’d be Calvin
of Calvin and Hobbes, be
cause I could do anything I
wanted, not understand the
implications, and blame it
all on som eon e else.

Dorie Buchman
Maplewood, NJ
Columbia HS
Following/listening to the
Dead, attending NHL
gam es (the NY Rangers),
and I especially love to
travel to European coun
tries. Just being myself.
Everyone’s unique in their
own way. I’d be my best
friend. This way I could see
what she thinks of me.

Eileen Marie Walland
Fairview Park, OH
Fairview HS
Basketball and softball.

Doug Dawson
Germantown, TN
Germantown HS
Music, playing trombone,
watching sports, playing
alm ost all sports (baseball,
tennis, and volleyball), try
ing to figure out females,
eating and sleeping. I try to
accept others as who they
are, and I try to be myself
no matter who I’m around.

Elizabeth Helstein
Darien, CT
Darien HS
I really enjoy diving and
dancing. I also like being in
the outdoors which
includes hiking and m oun
tain climbing. What makes
me unique is my personali
ty, spirituality and love of
the outdoors.

Douglas G eorge Peacock
Pittsburgh, PA
Shady Side Academy
My interests include volun
teering and playing sports
like golf and soccer. My
main interest has been
singing in an A-Capella
group in high school.

Elizabeth Mullaney
Duxbury, MA
Duxbury HS
Theatre, English, music,
writing, reading, having
fun, being goofy and
laughing til I can’tbreathe
or my sides hurt (which
ever one com es first).
Without question I’d be
Jim Henson - he was an
incredible person. His work
touched alm ost everyone.
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Elizabeth Ruth O'Loughlin
Wooster, OH
Northwestern HS
I love to be with people and
help them. I like to talk,
sing, travel, read, ski, try
new things, and numerous
other things!

Emily Magnan
Seattle, WA
Northwest School
I enjoy the outdoors;
camping in the mountains
or going to the ocean. I like
reading and writing, having
fun with friends and travel
ing.

Elizabeth Schneider
University Heights, OH
Beaumont
I really enjoy watching
sports! I especially like
football, lacrosse, basket
ball and volleyball. I play
basketball and volleyball. I
enjoy art and love to sketch
for fun.

Eric Jam es Burkhart
Orrville, OH
Dalton HS
Tennis, playing piano,
reading. A unique sense of
humor makes me unique.

Emilie McLarnan
Gambier, OH
Mt. Vernon HS
I show dogs, reading, bik
ing. My secret special
som ething and curls make
me unique. I’d be Jill
Goodacre because she has
Harry ConnickJr. plus she
probably gets free under
wear from Victoria’s
Secret.

Erik Todd Greenwald
Sykesville, MD
Calvert Hall College HS
Skiing, SCUBA, rock clim b
ing, swimming.

Emily Brunk
Alexandria, VA
The Potom ac School
I play soccer, basketball,
and lacrosse, and I’m inter
ested in photography.

Erik Zaugg
Seattle, WA
Garfield
Soccer and collecting Bob
Dylan albums.
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Erin Dreistadt
Grandview, OH
Grandview HS
field hockey poetry the
m oon Thoreau zodiac
sign s the Dead peace veg
etables Ben & Jerry’s ice
cream d ogs art my sister
running the beach dancing
Ghandi bagels woodcrafts
Spain capucinno birks pictionary college

Ethan A. Dunsford
Ridgewood, NJ
Ridgew ood HS
Music, history, and plastic
modeling are my hobbies
and interests. I spend a lot
of time trying to get better
at any of those.

Erika Huussen
Groningen, the Netherlands
Willem Lodewyk
Gymnasium
My more expensive hob
bies are traveling abroad
and shopping. Besides I
like to swim and to play
piano. For one day I’d be
myself, but then a male
me, just curious to know
what it’s like to be a male.

Erika Putinsky
Westerville, OH
Westerville North HS
I play soccer and I like lis
tening to the Grateful Dead.
I am open to new ideas and
try to form my opinions on
my own. I would be an
Aborigine in Australia for a
day because they seem to
know the way life should
be.

Gerben Weitenberg
Noordwyk, the Netherlands
Dr. W.A. Visser T Hooft
Sailing, tennis, soccer,
being on holiday in ancient
or exotic places. My big
feet and my blond hair
make me unique. I
wouldn’tbe an y b od y - I’m
satisfied with who I am.

Erin Balsat
Wooster, OH
W ooster HS
My sense of humor makes
m e unique. I love to laugh
and usually find the humor
in nearly everything.
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Gordon McCreight
Los Altos, CA
Mountain View
I am an avid cyclist who
enjoys making videos. I
also enjoy paragliding, a
sport similar to hang glid
ing.

Heather Gleason
Granville, OH
Granville HS
Swimming, drama, music,
watching ‘‘Days of Our
Lives”and “Quantom
Leap."

Graig Meyer
Cleveland, OH
St. Ignatius HS
My main hobby is music,
this includes all kinds. I’m
not afraid to have fun. I will
go out of my way to have a
good time, even if that
means embarrassing my
self. I’d be the Hamburger
Helper Hand so that I could
help your hamburger make
a great meal.

Heather Anne Lambert
Slidell, LA
Slidell HS
I’ve been dancing all of my
life - classical ballet, jazz,
and tap. I enjoy anything
athletic, especially aerobics
and weightlifting. I’d be my
m oth er- sh e’s really great,
an accom plished artist,
photographer, teacher, m o
ther, my best friend, etc.

Gregory D. Bell
St. Davids, PA
Radnor HS
I love to swim, listen to
m usic of all kinds, and
read.

Heather R. Young
Sunbury, OH
Big Walnut
Snow skiing, swimming,
boating. I’d be Julia
Roberts because I want to
see if her life is really as
great as everyone imagines
it to be.

Hao Sheng
Shanghai, China
Sidwell Friends School
(DC)
I am a potter, I play with
clay and fire. What makes
me uniqe? I cam e from
China.

Heidi Georgi
Waynesburg, PA
W aynesburg Central HS
I’d be John Howard Griffin
because he truly experi
enced what it was like to be
black in the 60’s as com 
pared with what he had
heard and seen of blacks
as an Anglo.
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Helena Thornstrom
Molnlyche, Sweden
BurgSrden
Playing the piano, sailing,
aerobics, traveling, skiing,
reading, music, meeting
people, movies, letter writ
ing, drawing, going out...
I’m Swedish! That makes
me unique.

Jam es M. Stafford, III
Norton, OH
Norton HS
My main interests are pen
pals, music, writing, travel
ing, and languages. I also
like musicals and theater. I
was an exchange student
in Belgium during the ‘90’91 academ ic year. I am
intersted in foreign events
and foreign music.

Hillary Nadeau
Gainesville, FL
Gainesvill HS
Reading, dancing, playing
flute and piano, listening to
music, drawing, creative
writing, sleeping, eating,
walking, bicycle riding,
learning, working with chil
dren, helping them learn,
and genetic development.

Jam es Whaley
Fredericktown, OH
Fredericktown HS
The answer depends on
who you talk to. But I think
my m ost unique character
istic is my patience.
Patience, diligence, and
logic are the keys, not
rashness and tempers.

Ildiko A. Szucs
Lorain, OH
Admiral King HS
I believe it is my attitude
that makes m e unique. I
always try to be an up-beat
person and make the m ost
of any situation because I
believe that a person can
make their own good time.

Jamie Catherine Falconer
Mountain Lakes, NJ
Mountain Lakes HS
lam one of four children,
the only girl, a blue-eyed,
strawberry blond with a
warm smile, specializing in
friendship, making great
brownies, loving dogs and
children.

Jam es E. Hervely
Oakton, VA
Oakton HS
Politics, sports, theatre,
National Guard. I’d be
George Bush. I’d like to run
the whole thing.

Jan Thom pson
W ooster, OH
W aynesdale HS
I like reading and sports,
especially sports. I also like
to write a little. One of my
favorite past tim es is sh op
ping. My personality and
sense of humor. My way of
dealing with things is
laughing, I’m always laugh
ing.
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Jasper Job Jobbis
Rotterdam, Netherlands
M ontessori Lyceum
I like to cycle and to run. I
also like to be am ong
friends and relatives.

Jason Erik Hartman
Kennett Square, PA
Westtown School
M otorcycle racing, bicycle
riding, photography. Just
being m yself makes me
unique.

Jeff (JC) Chandor
Basking Ridge, NJ
Ridge HS
People, photography,
swimming, golf, and the
atre. You will all have to
just wait and find out what
makes me unique.

Jason Killam
Flemington, NJ
Hunterdon Central
I enjoy sports and the out
doors. The outdoors is
where I like to spend my
free time. Lacrosse is my
favorite sport to participate
in.

Jen Hudson
Ridgefield, CT
Ridgefield HS
My favorite things to do
are swim and hang-out. I
have been doing both for
as long as I can remember.
I live on Chipmunk Lane,
have chipmunk cheeks and
my nickname is Doll after
the Rescue Ranger.

Jason R. Rundorff
Hermitage, PA
Hickory HS
Basketball, fishing, and
hunting.

Jenni Park
Chattanooga, TN
Chattanooga School
I'd be Hayden Schilling
(Dean of Admissions)
because I think secretly he
is Superman. There’s no
way any average human
could do all he does.
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Jennifer Anderson
Parma, OH
Valley Forge HS
I like to spend my time in
the theatre or listening to
m usic or being with friends
doing anything from danc
ing to sitting in the parkjust talking. I never give
up! I don’tthink I would
change who I am because I
don ’tknow who I will
become.

Jennifer Morris
Paoli, PA
Great Valley HS
I love marching band, hik
ing, reading, singing, and
anything creative. I’ll try
anything at least once. I
love to learn about any
thing and from anybody.
I’m always there to lend an
ear to anyone who needs it.

Jennifer Garrick
Pittsburgh, PA
Mt. Lebanon HS
I love music, and I like iceskating, hiking, camping
and playing frisbee and
baseball. I also like to play
golf and I’m interested in
herbalism. I’d be Ginger
Rogers because I want to
know how to dance and be
a m ovie star.

Jennifer O’Callaghan
Bethlehem, PA
Freedom HS
I collect quotes, play the
tuba, and am trying to
learn sign language. I have
the worst sense of direc
tion of anyone I know. I’d
be my cat, Gizmo, because
except for having to poop
in a litter box, she seem s
to have a great life.

Jennifer Houghton
Centerville, OH
Centerville HS
I like to read, cross stitch
and collect things. I have a
collection of dolls, music
boxes and anything related
to cows. I have this amaz
ing ability to turn myself
into other people. For
som e strange reason peo
ple constantly mistake me
for som eone I’m not.

Jennifer Voth (Jennie)
Fairview Park, OH
Magnificat HS
Exercising and doing
things outdoors; counselor
at an MDA Sum m er Camp,
and talking with friends. I’d
be Audrey Hepburn
because she is so elegant
and unconditionally gives
of herself through m ovies
and endless volunteering
throughout the world.

Jennifer Kostelnik
New Brighton, PA
Freedom Area Sr. HS
I like to read, write short
stories, and learn about
new things.

Jennifer D. Wyatt (Jen)
Lake St. Louis, MO
Wentzville HS
I enjoy playing soccer,
going on road trips, and
just hanging out with
friends. I am what I am,
what you see is what you
get.
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Jeremy Kaylor
Massillon, OH
Tuslaw
My interests and hobbies
include playing basketball
and listening to rap music.
If I could be som eone else
for a day, I would be
Michael Jordan. Then I
could slam dunk from any
where.

Jill Refshauge
Washington, WV
Parkersburg South HS
Listening to classical
music, playing the piano,
singing, skiing, cycling,
and softball. My sense of
humor which cannot p ossi
bly be explained in less
than 25 words makes me
unique.

Jessica J.S. Burns
Newtown Square, PA
Radnor HS
I like to d ra w , paint, and
play tennis for fun. I like
outdoor stuff like hiking,
climbing, etc.

Jim Smucker
Lima, OH
Shawnee HS
I’m interested in sports. I
enjoy collecting baseball
cards. I also enjoy hanging
out with my friends. My
smile and personality
makes me unique.

Jessica Viti
Columbia, MD
Oakland Mills HS
I love playing sports
(volleyball in particular)
and working with people. I
think that my ability to
work with people is what
makes me unique. I have
the knack for getting along
with all different types of
people.

Jin-HyukChoi
Seoul, Korea
St. Andrew’s— Sewanee
Soccer. My body and mind
make me unique.

Jill Hammerstone
Russellville, KY
Russellville HS
My interests include writ
ing poetry, listening to
music, doodling in a sketch
book, editing, sleeping and
trying to survive life. I’m
not anymore unique than
anyone else. The only fac
tor that accentuates my
individuality is the gene
pool that created me.

Joe Pedalino
Sandusky, OH
The Gow School
I love lacrosse, running,
video gam es and skiing.
One of the things that I
seem to be noticed for is
my humor. I would be Lord
George Gordon Byron. This
is because he lived very
well and was a party animal.
Yet he was a great writer
like I might hope to be.
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Johan Nyblom
Falkenberg, Sweden
Falkenbergs Gymnasium
I play a lot of tennis, but
also golf. I think tennis is
m ore fun because there is
m ore action and also I
compete. Well, I gu ess I’m
the thing that makes me
unique. Taking life as it
com es day by day, but also
having a big goal.

Jonas Brier
Natick, MA
Natick HS
I like sports, especially
wrestling, basketball and
wiffleball and camping,
fishing, drawing, and a
bunch of other things. I
have an outie and I like my
room messy, and there’s a
lot more that make me
unique.

Johanna Hebblethwaite
Logan, OH
Logan HS
I enjoy reading, long walks,
volleyball, and swimming. I
also enjoy spending time
with friends. I’d be a talk
show host because you
could meet so many new
people and worry about
som eon e e lse ’s problems!

Joni C ossaboom
Ludlow, MA
Ludlow HS
My interests are singing,
acting, reading and going
to movies. I adore cow s
and hope to have one
someday. I especially love
the Beatles. I think that my
uniqueness stem s from my
weirdness. I have an
uncanny habit of trying to
make people laugh.

John Retzloff
Bay Village, OH
Bay HS
I like to play sports and
have a lot of fun with
friends. What m akes me
unique from others is my
very own identity and my
ability to adapt to different
people and places. I’d be
President just to see what
kind of responsibilities lay
upon his shoulders.

Josh Miner
Chadds Ford, PA
Kennett High
I enjoy skiing, going to the
beach, and going out with
friends. I have a good
sense of humor, I’m openminded and I can get along
with just about anybody.

John W ood
Wellesley, MA
Deerfield Academy
Watching the Red Sox,
Patroits, Celtics, playing
soccer and tennis, m ovies
(Harrison Ford in
“W itness”), traveling
(Australia, Wyoming),
m usic (John Mellencamp),
books (Huck Finn), and
eating good pizza.

Joseph Grubesic
Brook Park, OH
Midpark HS
I enjoy playing basketball,
reading, attending all types
of sporting events, going
out with friends and watch
ing movies. My ethnic
background makes me
unique. I am of Croatian
descent and have watched
anxiously as Croatia has
becom e independent.
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Joshua Ryland
Copley, OH
Copley HS
Football, politics, playing
guitar and writing. I want
my own t.v. talk show! I’d
be David Letterman - his
quick wit and brand of
humor remind me of my
own personality.

Kandis Durant Anderson
Shaker Heights, OH
Shaker Heights Senior HS
I'd like to think of myself as
being an independent
thinker who expresses my
individuality in every facet
of life.

Julie M orse
Fredonia, NY
Fredonia HS
What makes me unique?
AAAAHHHHCHOOOO!!!!!!!!!

Karen Fisher
Algonquin, IL
Harry D. Jacobs
I’ve seen all 13 episodes of
“I, Cladius”on masterpiece
theatre. I’d be Elizabeth
Dole because she is one of
the m ost powerful women
in Washington politics.

Julie Anne Paolano
Doylestown, OH
Chippewa HS
I love playing all sports,
especially basketball.

Karen Louis
Kent, OH
Theodore Roosevelt
Sleeping, filling outquestionaires, staring blankly at
open spaces, confusing
people. I don ’town a pair
of Birkenstocks and/or
wool socks. I’d be Elmira
on “Tiny T oons”because
sh e’s hideously annoying...
That could be fun!

Kalyani Manohar
Bombay, India
Cathedral & John Coonon
Being ‘a bone china babe’
(a name bestow ed on me
by friends) w hose first love
is adventure sports like
white water rafting, free
falling, hand gliding and
not to mention bungee
jumping!

Kate McNeece
Annandale, VA
W.T. W oodson
I’m interested in animals,
reading, horseback riding,
and geneology. My uncon
querable wit makes me
unique.
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Kate Peterson
W ashington D.C.
W oodrow Wilson
I enjoy talking to friends,
analyzing people’s actions,
learning to play sports that
I have no talent with, and
attending classes regularly.
I’m an unusually sincere
person, have natually
blonde hair, naturally
straight teeth, and I’m
pleasantly sarcastic.

Katherine Polakoff
Chagrin Falls, OH
Blair Academy
I love dancing and having a
good time. I like playing
soccer and other sports. I
speak 3 languages.

Kate Elizabeth Sabin
Greenfield, MA
Northfield Mount Hermon
Soccer, orchestra, ice
hockey, horseback riding,
international studies, the
atre. I invented the home
freezer do-it-yourself cryo
genic kit for M acrodactylus
subspinosus. I’d be Lisa
L oopn er‘cause I love
orange Tang.

Katherine Nash Williams
Danville, KY
Boyle County HS
I love caring for children
and watching them devel
op. I also am greatly inter
ested in all kinds of reli
gions, and I play the piano
and viola. I am the calm est
person I know - 1worry
about nothing (well, alm ost
nothing!).

Katelijne Kohnstamm
Breda, the Netherlands
Stedelijk Gymnasium Breda
I like field hockey, skiing,
swimming, traveling and
golf. My looks, in com bina
tion with my character and
behavior. I’m usually very
sweet, but can turn into a
tiger. I’d be my little sister
(16), to see how she thinks
about me and many other
things (we differ a lot).

Katie Anderson
Springfield, OH
Springfield North HS
I love flowers, trees, art
and m u sic- I am a huge
R.E.M. and Beatles fan. I
also enjoy drawing, read
ing, and the cello.

Katherine Hamm (Katie)
Beallsville, MD
Poolesville HS
I have many interests that
include athletics, travel,
history, and reading. I look
forward to broadening my
interests at W ooster. My
strongest personality trait,
caring, makes m e unique.
I’m very insightful into oth
ers needs and try to always
consider them.

Katie Doyle
Lancaster, PA
Manheim Township HS
I love to play sports, espe
cially field hockey, sw im 
ming, and running. I also
enjoy camping, rafting,
canoeing, and biking.
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Katie Whitehead
W ashington D.C.
Georgetown Visitation
If I could be anyone for a
day I would be Jodie Foster
because I admire and look
up to her extraordinary
ability to act.

Kenton J.Trubee
Millersburg, OH
West Holmes
Photography, telescope
making, astronomy, cav
ing, and camping. I have
eaten breakfast with a
Nobel Prize winner in
physics in a hamburger
joint in Millersburg. I’d be
my high school marching
band director - he has fun
and so do his students.

Keith Robinson
Marion, OH
Marion Catholic
My confidence makes me
unique. Som e say I am
stuck up, but I am not. I
just believe in myself more
than I do anyone else.

Kok Kian Goh
Penang, Malaysia
Penang Free School
I play tennis, read Martin
Amis, and am fascinated
by the Jesus and Mary
Chain and Depeche Mode.
If I were an atheist, Alan
Wilder would be God. I am
myself and no one else is.

Keith Stamper
Huntington, NY
George School
My interests are listening
to m usic and playing
sports. My hobbies are
playing the piano and read
ing com ic books. I’d be
Richard Gere because he’s
got a great career and
Cindy Crawford as a wife.

Laura Jean Baker
Elyria, OH
Elyria HS
I enjoy hunting with my
father, and I also like
white-water rafting. I am
very strong-willed.

Kelly Lyn Rogers
Massillon, OH
W ashington HS
I like to read and watch
soap operas. I like per
forming in plays and
watching them. The m ost
unique thing about me is
my obnoxious sense of
humor. I am always laugh
ing about something. I’d be
my mother because I
respect and admire her.

Laura Fern back
Westlake, OH
Magnificat
I enjoy participating in
sports, especially soccer. I
like traveling to new places
and I enjoy just being with
my friends.
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Leslie Potts
Akron, OH
Copley HS
I enjoy swimming, draw
ing, badminton, traveling,
MUCH FUN. I was an
exchange student in high
school and I also lived 12
years in Flint, Michigan.

Laura McBride
Rochester, NY
Brighton HS
Watch football, skiing, and
swimming.

Lisa Foote
Gladwyne, PA
The Shipley School
Folk music, The Dead,
environmental and animal
rights issues, painting,
batiking, beading, reading,
making tapes, bike riding,
hiking, playing guitar, m ed
itating, swimming, talking,
breathing, drawing,
sewing, laughing.

Lavonne Urban
Cleveland, OH
Lutheran W est
I’m involved in drama and
key club. I’ve also been a
varsity cheerleader for
football and basketball for
four years. I love dancing
and having a good time! I
think my weird sense of
humor and strange way of
looking at things makes me
unique.

Lisa Nuzum
Hudson, OH
Hudson HS
I would like to be som eone
who knows what they want
to do with their life and can
get there.

Leah Hergott
Denver, CO
Manual HS
I play soccer, scuba dive,
and ski - 1also love work
ing with animals along with
spending time improving
our environment.

Liu Ning
Nanjing, China
Nanjing Foreign Languages
School
I like to collect stam ps and
I’m interested in watching
films. I am m odest and
prudent, so before I say
som ething or do som e
thing, I would think it over
carefully. I’d be a student
of Confucious so I could
learn from him.
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Liya Aklilu
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania
Int’lSchool of Tanganyika
Camping, traveling, party
ing all night long, reading,
writing, and talking on the
phone. I would be
Cleopatra, as she is por
trayed by Shakespeare - he
show s her as being
vibrant, powerful, coura
geous and alluring.

Malvin Moore
Durham, NC
Northern HS
My interests include music
and sports, and I would
like to becom e a television
sportscaster. I’d like to be
Nelson Mandela. I’d like to
know what it would be like
to have a hand in bringing
about social and political
change in a nation.

Liz Lawton
Westfield Center, OH
Cloverleaf Senior HS
I play softball in the sum 
mer. I like to play the
piano. My sense of humor
makes me unique.

March Melvin Dadzie
Nairobi, Kenya
Hillcrest Secondary
I love rugby, soccer,
squash, traveling, meeting
people, music, adventure
books and watching
movies. My name “March”,
given to me by my
Godfather, actor-director
Sidney Poitier while filiming the “Wilby Conspiracy.”
I have yet to meet him.

Luke Zannoni
Crawfordsville, IN
Crawfordsville HS
I like to watch or listen to
Chicago Cubs games, run
on occasion, camp in the
outdoors, play video games,
and work on my scrap
book. I can sleep anywhere
for long extended periods
of time, I have a cat that
eats popcorn, and a last
name that starts with Z.

Mark Baker
Shaker Heights, OH
St. Ignatius
Lacrosse, skiing, and m ost
other sports.

Lynn M oorhouse
Bloomfield Hills, Ml
Lahser HS
Anything to do with music
and talking with friends.
The only advice I will ever
give is to “do whatever
makes you happy.”I
wouldn’twant to be anyone
else, because almost no
one’s life is perfect, even
just for one day.

Mark Halsall
Cleves, OH
Saint Xavier HS
My generally optom istic
outlook, ability to bounce
back from almost anything,
and my sense of humor
make me unique.
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Mark Hawkins
Massillon, OH
Massillon W ashington
I enjoy water-skiing, weight
lifting, spending time with
my family, and relaxing.

Mary-Catherine Segota
Winchester, MA
W inchester HS
Classical and modern
music, conducting, art,
drama, piano, flute, piccolo,
singing, hiking in the moun
tains, giving massages,
and going driving on long
spontaneous trips. I’d want
to be Barney Rubble just to
see what it really is like to
live next to Fred.

Marlene Kiss
Broadview Heights, OH
Brecksville-Broadview Hts.
HS
I enjoy running, singing,
dancing, art and listening
to Sting. In spite of my
“quiet, shy appearance,”I
can really be quite a chat
terbox!

Mary M cDonough Thomas
W ooster, OH
W ooster HS
I live for biking (bicycling,
that is - not motorcycling
-although som etim es I do
like to deck myself out in
black leather) and I also
enjoy downhill skiing - not
in black leather.

Marufer Syed Raza
Zambia, Africa
Internat’lSchool of Lusaka
Soccer, soccer. Music,
music. Skiing. The fact that
I am the greatest thing
made by God since Adam
and Eve makes me unique.
I’d be Saddam Hussein to
feel absolute pow er and
obviously to invade Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, Jordan.
Egypt...

Matt Rodgers
Orrville, OH
Orrville HS
My main interest is being
active in all types of sports.
I also like to just hang
around with all of my
friends. I really don’thave
one major characteristic
that makes me unique, but
I’ve had two knee surgeries
and won a state champi
onship in basketball.

Mary Ronan
Youngstown, OH
W oodrow W ilson HS
I enjoy repelling and div
ing, but theatre (at school
and Youngstown State
University) is my biggest
hobby. My sen se of indi
vidualism and humor make
me unique. I’d be Pat from
“Saturday Might Live”so
I’d now the truth about
him, her?!

Matt Schaeffer
Amherst, OH
Marion L. Steele
Soccer, skiing, sailing,
water-skiing, biking.
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Matthew Paul Jarusinski
Glassport, PA
South Allegheny HS
Som e of my hobbies/ inter
ests con sist of football,
pole vaulting, weight lift
ing, listening to music, or
justhangin'outw itha
bunch of friends. I have
been said to be a trend
setter.

Max Jan van Min
Belthover, Holland
Het Nieuwe Lyceum
I love playing tennis and
listening to Queen (I am a
m ember of the
International Queen fan
club) and I love Great
Britain. I’d be Freddie
Mercury, he would still be
alive!

Matthew May
Fairport, NY
Fairport HS
I enjoy playing basketball
and volleyball. I listen to
and enjoy all kinds of
music. I’d be Howie
Mandel. He has the great
job of making people
laugh, and has more fun by
just living and experiencing
life than any other person
I’ve seen.

McKay Whitaker
Atlanta, GA
The W estminster Schools
Swimming, jogging, wind
surfing, and tennis.

Matthew Queen
Beaver Falls, PA
Blackhawk HS
My interests include
sunning, socializing, sight
seeing, skiing, sleeping,
sunsets and studying...
NOT! Well, I doubt there
will be many other people
at W ooster with my last
name.

Megan Stephen
Jackson, Ml
Jackson HS
My favorite activities are
going out for coffee, listen
ing to music, reading and
watching “Laverne and
Shirley" on t.v.

Matthew Ziegler
State College, PA
State College Alternative
Program
I enjoy listening to music
of the 60’s and 70’s,
attending Grateful Dead
concerts, playing ultimate
frisbee, and discussing
politics. I believe that I am
a true individual and I am
what and who I want to be.

Meghan Davis
Taos, NM
Taos HS
My major activity is trying
to keep all my other activi
ties going and still remain
som ewhat sane. I get along
extremely well with my
mother. I’d be a hermit on
a tiny island in the South
Pacific.
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Meghan Dougherty
Medina, OH
Medina Senior High
I love to dance, and love
just about anything m usi
cally oriented. I enjoy
sports immensely (tennis,
soccer, etc.), but I don’t
play them for competition;
I like to have fun! I’m
open-minded and always
willing to try new things.

Meredith Alexandra Clark
Vienna, VA
Jam es Madison HS
My main interest is theatre,
all types, with music com 
ing in a close second. I
spend spare time reading
or catching up on old
movies. I am unique in that
I am the only person I know
who can justify spending
quality time with my teddy
bear.

Melia Alyssa Arnold
Arlington, VA
Washington-Lee
I love sports - 1play so c 
cer and run track. I also
love cutting toenails and
eating Chinese food! I like
peanut butter and pickle
sandwiches. I’d be Dan
Quayle to see if he really
has a clue!

Meredith Graham
Canton, OH
Jackson HS
My interests include read
ing, music, dancing, listen
ing, soccer, football, and
learning about new things.
I’d be anyone else just to
get an idea of what it would
be like to be that person.

M elissa Anne Culver
Livington, NJ
Mt. St. Dominic Academy
My interests include travel,
downhill skiing, chorus/
choir, yearbook, English
saddle riding, service pro
jects, and meeting other
people. I love to meet and
form friendships with peo
ple from other cultures
throughout the world.

Meredith W. Rucker
Dublin, OH
Dublin HS
Theatre, dance, music, frisbee, ice cream, movies. I’m
not a psycho and I don’t
use hairspray. I’d be
Kathleen Turner for a day
because I like her voice.

M elissa Lynn Pettigrew
Butler, PA
Butler Senior HS
My interests and hobbies
include w om en’s soccer,
SADD, skiing (downhill),
newspaper, reading, and
environmental issues.

Mia S. Pearce
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
International School
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Michael P. Baker
Millersburg, OH
West Holm es HS
I enjoy reading and listen
ing to music. I also enjoy
camping, hiking, and tak
ing long rides on my bike.

Monica Walker
Cleveland, OH
Warrensville Heights HS
I feel I am unique because I
like to be my own person
and stand on my own two
feet, because I often stand
alone in making my own
choices. I am very different
or unique. I am a leader
not a follower.

Michele Rae Wing
Cortland, OH
Mathews HS
I enjoy volunteering for
many causes, playing flute
in marching band, and
spending fun and crazy
times with my friends.

Nancy Dwight Seiters
Sewanee, TN
St. Andrew’s Sewanee
Soccer, creative writing,
art, mountain biking, ten
nis, swimming.

Michelle Perrigo
Cleveland, OH
Lutheran W est
I love to read, write poetry,
act, sing, enjoy beautiful
things, and spend time
with friends. I enjoy volley
ball, soccer, photography,
collecting quotes, and Bible
study. I have a lot of fun
being m yself and m ost
other people are too
complicated.

Nancy Frischmann
Brookfield, CT
Brookfield HS
Photography, writing,
music. I am also interested
in film making and Irish
folktales. I’d be Natalie
Merchant because she
leads the life of a musician
and still manages to keep
her name clean. She’s very
down to earth and
untouchable.

Michelle Marie Prikryl
Mantua, OH
Crestwood HS
I’m interested in the fields
of medicine and biology.
Going to school and work
ing doesn ’tleave much
time for hobbies. I con sid
er myself unique because I
am really easy to get along
with. I care about even
those I don ’treally know.

Nathan P. Hitt
Morgantown, WV
Morgantown HS
My hobbies include skiing,
hiking, white water canoe
ing, orienteering, and
m usic (guitar and trum
pet). My interests, howev
er, include everything. A
perspective of the Big Pic
ture, an attitude to try new
things, and my own inner
style make me unique.
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Nathaniel E. Criss
Meadville, PA
Meadville Area HS
Guitar, soccer, volleyball.

Nicole Marie Ponstingle
Westlake, OH
Magnificat
Writing poetry, going out
with friends, working for
animal rights and sw im 
ming. I’m very sensitive so
I try to find beauty in ev
erything. I’m more than
willing to help a troubled
soul. I’d be a friend of
William Shakespeare so I
could witness a genius.

Neelabja Roy Chowdhury
Calcutta, India
Calcutta Boy’s HS
I love listening to rock
m usic (Pink Floyd, Guns n’
Roses, Scorpions), reading
fiction, I sim ply adore
horses and I enjoy meeting
new people and making
new friends. I’d be Hitler to
feel what it’s like to
havethe wrath and anger of
the whole world upon you.

Nikia La Shaun Bridges
Akron, OH
Harvy S. Firestone HS
In my spare time, I enjoy
playing Nintendo
Gameboy, talking on the
phone, reading Jackie
Collins’novels and meeting
new people.

Neil Pal
Calcutta, India
Scindia School
I like reading books, music,
traveling and adventure
sports. My ability to listen
to both sides impartially
make me unique. I’m a
Libran, you know!! I’d be
Pele and Gandhi. I admire
the form er’s fair play and
the latter’s policy of non
violence.

Nina Katherine Lany
Brookfield, IL
Lyons Township HS
I like to read fantasy/fiction
and I dabble in writing and
poetry and short stories. I
also enjoy running, hiking,
and being with animals.

Nicole Leigh Coward
Wellington, OH
Wellington HS
Tennis, writing, watching
movies. My intense interest
in and knowledge of tennis
makes me unique. I’d be a
relatively unknown tennis
player, such as Naoko
Sawamatsu, to feel the ups
and dow ns of tour life.

Pandora Pearl Clark
Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Cuyahoga Falls HS
My two main interests are
reading and acting. I can’t
refer to them as hobbies
because they have becom e
more of a way of life. I be
lieve that my high moral
standards and my spiritual
beliefs are two of the main
traits that set me apart
from my peers.
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Patrick M. Donnelly
Cooperstown, NY
Pomfret School
I enjoy soccer, rowing, hik
ing, fishing, canoeing and
reading. What I think
makes me unique is that
I’ve lived in the East Coast,
the M idwest and the W est
Coast.

Priya Satow
Mussoorie, India
W oodstock School
I enjoy discussing various
issues, singing, listening to
music, playing basketballvolleyball for pleasure,
moonlit walks, and read
ing. My mother is British,
my father is JapaneseAmerican, I was born and
raised in India and went to
an international school.

Peggy Teale
Arlington, VA
Yorktown HS
I’m interested in equality
for all and am a very out
spoken person. I enjoy
going to demonstrations,
writing poetry and fiction,
and any sports. I would be
Mother Teresa because I
can’timagine what it would
be like to have so much
love to give.

Rachel Farris
Granville, OH
Granville HS
Kneeboarding, volleyball,
softball, the theatre,
rollerblading, and dressing
up like a hippie-mod chick.
I’d be Cindy Crawford why ask why?

Peter Kirby
Granville, OH
Granville HS
Tennis, mountain bike rid
ing, and racquetball.

Rachel Elizabeth McLaughlin
Huntersville, NC
North Mecklenburg HS
Sailing, socializing, sw im 
ming, reading, playing the
piano and violin, photogra
phy. I’m Yankee born
Southern bred. I’d be
Dennis Conner. To be able
to sail a 12 m. out on the
ocean in terrific conditions
would be awesome.

Phillip C.N. Utter
Worthington, OH
Thomas Worthington
Music, drums, lacrosse, ice
hockey and football.

Ray Petrosky
Rocky River, OH
Rocky River HS
My interests are skiing and
water sports. Also anything
that is fun. I am unique
because I like to be slightly
different than everyone
else. I’d be myself, why
m iss a day of life?
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Rebecca A. Bjork
Seattle, WA
University Prep
I enjoy singing, playing the
recorder, reading and writ
ing. I also like being in the
forest where it is quiet. I
believe that creativity and
imagination are the keys to
life. If you cannot imagine
perfection, you cannot
strive for it.

Richard Olson Richards IV
Frankfort, KY
Franklin County HS
Piano, organ, harpsichord,
guitar, tennis, basketball,
writing, hiking and singing.
My ability not to be judg
mental; to have under
standing and com passion
for all makes me unique.

Rebecca Firlik (Becky)
East Grand Rapids, Ml
East Grand Rapids HS
Soccer, sketching, ultimate
frisbee, biking, the
Commitments, theatre,
sleep, people watching.
Drummer in high school
band and orchestra, saying
no, little ears, unshoed
ties, inability to tan, and
my laugh make me
unique.

Rob Tonkin
Fremont, OH
Fremont R oss HS
I’m interested in the Bible,
science, current affairs,
reading, listening to m usic
and sleeping.
Deoxyribonucleic acid
makes me unique.

Renee Ann Snyder
Burbank, OH
Norwayne
I enjoy playing basketball,
going to movies, out with
friends, swimming, and
reading. I hope to meet a
lot of new people at
W ooster so I can expand
my hobbies and interests.

Richard E. Bouder
Massillon, OH
W ashington HS
I enjoy playing several
sports in my spare time
including golf, basketball,
and baseball. I also enjoy
reading and running. I
would be a professional
golfer for a day because I
enjoy playing golf, but I
really stink at it so for one
day I would be good.

Robert J. Martin
Stoughton, MA
Stoughton HS
I’m interested in music,
people, guitar, cars, sleep
ing, seeing a different part
of the country and moving
out of my parent’s house. I
think I have a good outlook
on life. I once took a stress
test that went as high as
500 and scored a 14.
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Robert W ise
Landenberg, PA
Avon Grove Senior HS
I am interested in zines and
small bite sized new spa
pers, the weirder the bet
ter.

Salman Saeed
Karachi, Pakistan
Karachi Grammar School
Enjoy listening to m usic
and making mechanical
and electrical kits. My abili
ty to take a lot of pushing
around makes me unique.

Russell Bowser
Youngstown, OH
W oodrow Wilson HS
Making incendaries and
explosives, martial arts and
body building! Do you
know too many people who
like to m ess around with
substances that could blow
you back to your elem en
tal, atomic state for fun?
Plus, I have both my right
and left ear pierced.

Samir Bandhu Gupta
New Delhi, India
W oodstock School
I love playing sports given
a chance would play any
thing from field hockey to
snooker to water polo.

Ryan L. Grissinger
Wooster, OH
Triway HS
I enjoy working at my own
pace, without som eone
telling me what to do. Even
when som eon e tells me
exactly what I’m thinking, it
confuses me and I m ess
up. I’d be the vice presi
dent because I cann’tspelll
and I don’tlike “Murphy
Brown.”

Sara Montie
Fairview Park, OH
Luthern West
Basketball, volleyball, poli
tics, horses. A pioneer on a
wagon train to the W est- I
would like to have the
experience of seeing the
land untouched by people.

Sadie Mahoney
Lakewood, OH
Lakewood HS
I enjoy m usic-flute, pic
colo, piano and singing. I
have been involved in sev
eral plays and basketball
cheerleading. I would be an
actress on “Saturday Night
Live.”This is the ultimate
job experience. Live im
provisation is scary yet
exciting.

Sara F. Pierce
W oodstock, VT
W oodstock Union HS
I love being with my
friends, going out dancing,
listening to music, singing,
and playing the piano.
Swimming and skiing are
also important to me. My
infectious laugh, my ability
to eat a lot and stay rela
tively thin, and my crazy
hair all make me unique.
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Sarah Blanford
Kalida, OH
Kalida HS
I am a fervent Anglophile. I
am also interested in world
affairs. Being Margaret
Thatcher for a day would
fulfill all of my dreams.

Scott A. Crawford
Stow, OH
Stow HS
In my spare time I like to
play golf, basketball, and
softball. I also plan to stay
involved in the Senior
Classical League while at
Wooster.

Sarah Day
Silver Spring, MD
Richard M ontgomery HS
I like to spend my free time
with my friends. If I’m not
with them, I might be read
ing, acting or singing. I’m
unique because there is no
one else like me. That’s all.

Scott H. O'Loughlin
Claremont, NH
Kimball Union Academy
I like listening to music,
staying in shape, and relax
ing. I’m the only person I
know who thinks the way I
do. I would be W oody Allen
for a day. He’s funny and
has a good outlook on life.

Sarah Robertson
Battle Creek, Ml
Battle Creek Central HS
I swim, play volleyball, sing
(love music), and read. I
like nature and sports. I'm
alm ost positively sure of
w ho I am and am happy
with that person. I would
be m yself in thirty years...
to see if I was satisfied
with the ch oices I’d made
and the things I had done.

Sean D. Rhattigan
Youngstown, OH
W oodrow Wilson HS
My interests include vari
ou s sports such as basket
ball, tennis, and biking. I’m
also very interested in all
types of music. I think I’m
unique because of how
versatile I am at everything
I do. I can adapt to new
people and situations of all
types fairly easily.

Scherezade Pocha
Bombay, India
Kodaikanal Internat’lSchool
Reading, creative writing,
listening to music, sw im 
ming, painting, backstage
production, intramurals,
animals, lab dissections,
anything under the sun. I’d
be the first vet to land on
the moon, the test the
effect of 1/6 Earth’s gravity
on my pet orangatun.

Shannon M. Preece
Cheswick, PA
Fox Chapel Area HS
Musical theatre, creative
writing. I’d be Betty Rubble
because she gets to use
creative cooking tools.
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Sharif H. Khan
Lahore, Pakistan
Lahore American School
Well, I like listening to slow
and/or classical songs, and
I also take interest in pho
tography. I’d be an animal
so I can get a true picture
of the human through neu
tral eyes.

Solveig Slavin
Louisville, KY
Ballard HS
I like music, piano, hockey,
hiking, mountain climbing,
traveling, and movies.

Shawn M. Foster
Pickerington, OH
Pickerington HS
Baseball, music, drums,
visual arts (film). My wide
variety of interests make
me unique. I’d be anyone it would be a change.

Stephanie Tourje
Webster, NY
W ebster HS
Skiing, sailing, swimming,
singing, musicals, movies.
My sarcastic sense of
humor makes me unique.

Shayak Bhattacharya
Calcutta, India
Calcutta Internat’lSchool
Soccer, badminton, track,
stamp collection. Well, I
have the qualities that
make others not so
unique!! I’d be Saddam
Hussein in order to find out
the joy behind killing new
borns in incubators.

Stephen Howard Wheeler
Medina, OH
Medina HS
My extra curricular inter
ests include music, drama,
and dance and I enjoy trav
eling.

Shereen Hejazi
Greenville, PA
Greenville HS
I love to participate in
sports, especially basket
ball, gymnastics, and track.
I also enjoy photography,
playing the piano, dancing,
watching movies, and
spending time with friends.
I am a true individual with
an open mind.

Cincinnati, OH
Princeton HS
Acting, singing, writing
poetry, Broadway music/
shows, 50’s & 60’s music,
playing the piano, nature,
computers, and juggling.
I’m a friendly and sensitive
guy who may be the last of
the romantics. I’d be Billy
Crystal for a day - 1love
his dry sense of humor.
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Susan Bunch
Philadelphia, PA
The William Penn Charter
School
Drama and singing are
som e of the things I love to
do the most. I also play
field hockey and lacrosse. I
like to make sure that p eo
ple are happy and smiling.
I like to give hugs and
laugh. Som e say my laugh
makes me unique.

Tamara L. Charles
Chagrin Falls, OH
Chagrin Falls HS
Dance, letter writing. I’d be
Paula Abdul because she is
an aw esom e dancer and
just to be fam ous for one
day would be the best.

Susan Lenington Jeffrey
Shelby, OH
Shelby Senior HS
I love to dance, listen to
m usic (expecially Depeche
M ode and New Order), and
read books by Daphne Du
Maurier. I think my Scot
tish Dancing makes me
unique. It would be great to
be Jack Hanna because he
works with so many differ
ent kinds of animals.

Tatjana Mochalova
M oscow, Russia
North Olmstead HS
I love painting and reading,
and astronom y is one of
my biggest interests. I
enjoy collecting all sorts of
things. I think I always try
to be a leader in a group,
and I also try and want to
be the best, but I like the
competition.

Susan Sipes
Crestline, OH
Crestline HS
A few of my interests
include listening to music,
spending time with my
friends and playing basket
ball. I would be Michael
Jordon, then I would know
what “air tim e”feels like. 1
would love to create and fly
like he does.

Theresa Ronquillo
G rosse Pointe, Ml
Cranbrook Kingswood
I enjoy eating, sleeping,
reading, writing poetry, the
Grateful Dead and Nat King
Cole, watching cheesy
m ovies and foreign films,
and playing tennis and vol
leyball.

Syed Hussain
Lahore, Pakistan
Aitchison College Lahore
I love all sorts of outdoor
activities. My hobbies keep
changing but these days
I'm into Aero Modelling. I
believe my nam e is unique
- S y e d M uhammadTurab
Hussain. I’d be the richest
man in the world, and dis
tribute wealth am oungst
deprived children.

Tiffin K. R oss
Shaker Heights, OH
Shaker Heights HS
I spend m ost of my spare
time cooking and eating. I
also enjoy playing tennis
and going to the movies.
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Tim Hallett
Urbana, IL
Urbana HS
I enjoy sports, drumming,
and “Star W ars”books and
movies. I also enjoy a good
laugh and making others
laugh. I’d be William
Calhoun, my favorite drum
mer, because I would love
to be able to evoke the
sounds out of the instru
ments that he does.

Todd van der Kieft
Hinsdale, IL
Hinsdale Central
I love sports, swimming,
volleyball, basketball and
lacrosse. I like hanging out
with my friends and doing
things like going into the
city. I would be Michael
Jordon because he has
such an influence on the
lives of millons of people,
plus he can fly.

Tim Konnert
Reston, VA
South Lakes HS
Soccer, swimming, fishing.

Tom Della Torre
North Bergen, NJ
Dwight-Englewood
I enjoy playing guitar, lis
tening to music, and
spending time with my
friends. My ability to make
friends easily makes me
unique. I’d be Dan Quayle
just to see what it feels
like.

Tim O’Rourke
Chevy Chase, MD
Bethesda-Chevy Chase
I would be Norm Peterson
from “Cheers.”Who could
think of a better life?

Tony Bekavac
Clairton, PA
Kimball Union Academy
Football, rugby and staying
in good physical condition.
I’d rather be myself than
anyone else. It gives me a
chance to prove what I can
do rather than what som e
one else has already done.

Timothy Joseph Gargasz
Amherst, OH
Marion L. Steele
I enjoy participating in just
about anything that is
active. While I’m not play
ing a sport or socializing, I
like to relax by watching
t.v. or reading.

Tracey A. Follina
Maple Heights, OH
Maple Heights HS
I enjoy dancing, acting, and
anything involving music.
I’m the type of person who
isn ’tafraid to go up to a
com plete stranger and
strike up a conversation.
I’m also not afraid to do or
say alm ost anything!!
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Victor “Sky”Green
Pasadena, CA
John Muir HS
To put quite simply my
biggest interest in life right
now is to becom e a su c
cess. I’ve always felt that
my ability to have a mind
of my own has made me
exceptionally different from
most. I’d be a god so that I
may change many of the
flaws in the world today.

Wanjiku Ndichu
Nairobi, Kenya
United World College
Development work, social
service, reading, singing
(though my voice isn ’t
what you’d want to wake
up to), acting. My great
sense of humor and ability
to be a good listener make
me unique.

W. Christian Geckeler
Greencastle, IN
Greencastle HS
Bicycling, running, sci-fi/
fantasy books, video
games, classic rock, hope
fully radio. I’d be Bill the
Cat; Aaaacckk-Thpthhh!!!
Why not?

Yumi Maskay
Yokohama, Japan
St. Maur International School
Singing, dancing, weight
lifting, drawing, reading
novels, writing poems, D.
Jing (being M.C.), sw im 
ming, cooking, counseling,
designing cards & (fash
ions), and trying a lot of
part time jobs. I feel life is
short and time is running
out while I’m sleeping.

Walker Pogue
Richmond, VA
The Collegiate Schools
I enjoy listening to m usic
as well as playing tennis. I
also like to spend time at
the Jam es River. I would
be a handicapped person
so I could learn to appreci
ate what I have.

Zain Raza
Karachi, Pakistan
Karachi Grammar School
I enjoy playing tennis and
the electric guitar. My face
makes me unique. I’m the
only one who looks like
me.
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N ot Pictured
Adrienne K. Vredenburg
Stafford Springs, CT
Stafford HS

Joseph J. Zwiller
Chapel Hill, NC
Durham Academy

Matthew Burnette Stepanich
Chicago, IL
Lake Forest Academy

I like swimming, running, bas
ketball, and riding borses. I’m
outgoing I guess. I like to go
out and make bad situations
better. I'd be Michael Jordon who wouldn’twant to be him?
He’s a basketball God. His tal
ent is so admirable.

I am of the few finalists in the
American Family Publishers
Clearinghouse sweepstakes.

Theatre, soccer, baseball,
track, watching sports, having
a good time, teaching kids
about life as a cam p coun
selor. I’d be Bill M urray-not
only is he a funny guy, but he
spends his time enjoying bis
life and his family and going to
baseball games.

Chiranjeev Bordoloi
Jorhat, India
Mayo College
Reading, creative writing, trav
eling and music. The ability to
work as hard as a husky at any
task and the ability to get
along equally well with a child
of 7 and a man of 70 make me
unique.
Jesse Buggs III
Bowie, MD
Bowie HS

Katherine M. Vail
Philadelphia, PA
Westtown Friends School
Lacrosse, reading and writing.
What makes me unique? My
ability to be optimistic at all
times— well, alm ost all the
time.
Kristi Walter
Mt. Vernon, OH
Mt. Vernon HS
My interests are in architecture
and the arts. I spend my free
time riding my bicycle, playing
the piano, and drawing.

Jazz, R&B music, espionage,
Barker/King novels, chess,
soccer, tennis, writing fiction
short stories.
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Michael Harkiess
Glen Arm, MD
Friends School
I enjoy tennis, soccer, swim 
ming, skiing, com puters and
running. I love to travel to vari
ou s places around the world.
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Stillwagon, Andrew
Stuckey, Chad
Szemer, Jennifer
Szucs, lldiko
Taylor, Catina
Taylor, William
Tazewell, Marlin
Teale, Margaret
Thayer, Robert
Thomas, Mary

Thompson, Jan
Thornstrom, Helena
Tietjen, Damien
Tiller, Caleb
Titler, Elizabeth
Tobey, Danell
Toedtman, Eric
Tomassi, Anastasia
Tompros, Aliki
Tonkin, Robert
Tourje, Stephanie
Triplett, Amy
Troup, Alan
Trubee, Kenton
Turner, Regan
Urban, Lavonne
Utter, Phillip
Vail, Katherine
van der Kieft, Todd
Van Eenenaam, Kyle
van Min, Max
Vaxmo, Anneli
Veenendaal, Elke
Veile, Jocelyn
Veilleux, Zachary
Vellenga, Andrew
Vick Jr., Gary
Vincenzo, Carmine
Viti, Jessica
Voth, Jennifer
Vredenburg, Adrienne
Wachs, Benjamin
Wagner, Melissa
Waldman, David
Walker, Monica
Walland, Eileen
Walter, Kirstin
Weitenberg, Gerben
Wentzel, Michael
Whaley, William
Wheeler, Stephen
Whitaker, Suzanne
Whitehead, Kathleen
Wicoff, Douglas
Wilee, Elizabeth
Williams, Katherine
Williams, Matthew
Williams, Tanya
Winemiller, Carolyn
Wing, Michele
Wise, Robert
Wolski, Benjamin
Won, Seon
Wood III, John
Wright, Paula
Wyatt, Jennifer
Xie, Ping
Xie, Bo
Yasin, Ali
Yoshida, Natsuki
Young, Carrie
Young, Courtney
Young, Heather
Zaitchik, Alexander
Zaki, Kamran
Zannoni, Luke
Zaugg, Erik
Zhan, Xiaoli
Ziegler, Matthew
Zwiller, Joseph

TOP TEN ANSWERS:
What is the craziest thing you ’
ve ever done?
1. I ate a live toad for 8 bucks.
2. I was on an airplane once. When the stewardess came by I pretended to throw
up. When she looked at me I started eating my puke, which was really
Campbell’
s mushroom soup. She freaked out.
3. Some kids and I acted as if we were tied up with tape over our mouths. We
laid a toy gun on the table. One of us acted like a robber, all just to scare the
pizza boy to death.
4. I baked cupcakes, inserted a condom into each one, frosted them, and left
them on the doorstep of a friend’
s house with a note saying, “
Love, Mickey
Mouse.”
5. I jumped out of a car going 25 mph to see if I could land on my feet. It didn’
t
work!
6. I met my future sister-in-law with a goldfish up my nose.
7. 1streaked across my whole city (5 miles). Tied with: I streaked in front of an
isolated Eskimo tribe while being chased by a pack of hungry sea otters who
thought I was an oversized pickled herring.
8.1 traveled atop a bus for eight hours on a freezing December night, only with a
shirt on.
9. When 1was 4 years old, I drank a beer and went drunk to preschool.
10. During a rehearsal (in the little theatre at school) 1was so proud of my new
black and purple lace bra that I took off my t-shirt and showed my bra to 2
guys who were working on the set.

W hat’
s the most embarrassing thing th at’
s ever happened to you?
1. 1went to kiss a guy and my jaw slipped out of joint and 1got lockjaw. It was
the first kiss!
2. My friends and I were eating lunch at school and right across the table was
this guy I was trying to impress. Someone made me laugh and 1exploded
laughing. A whole mouthful of chewed up oranges flew out of my mouth and
all over the guy! I about died.
3.1was the Fry Guy at Burger King, and 1slipped and dropped an order of large
scolding fries onto a woman’
s face, hair, and down her blouse.
4. When I was 6 years old, I fell in a cesspool.
5. Once at summer camp I forgot to relieve myself before bedtime. By morning
the lower bunk person was drenched. 1was the laughing stock of the camp.
6.1was thirteen and a group of my friends dared me to buy a box of condoms. I
reached for a box and knocked over the whole display case right in front of
my father’
s best friend.
7.1 regurgitated on my roommate’
s floor when 1was a Wooster perspective!
8.1 didn’
t play baseball one day because 1was feeling ill. But I pinched hit and
puked in the middle of being at bat.
9. After a heated discussion with a close friend of mine (following a soccer
match), I turned around to show him my middle finger - only to find that I
was showing it to his father.
10. Once upon examining a friend’
s watch 1noticed the words “
shock resistant”
and said, “
I didn’
t know you could get a shock from a watch.”
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Campus Phone Numbers
Dorm Directors:

Other Numbers:

ANDREWS HALL

287-3011

ARMINGTON HALL

287-3068

BABCOCK HOUSE

287-2074

BISSMAN HALL

287-2074

COMPTON HALL

287-3383

CULBERTSON

LOWRY CENTER
(Front Desk)

Ext-2566

SECURITY

Ext-2590

I

HYGEIA

Ext-2319

j

287-4283

COMPUTER CENTER
Operation
Consulting

Ext-2805
Ext-2312

i

DOUGLASS HALL

287-3473

LIBRARY

263-2442

‘

HOLDEN HALL

287-3617

FOOD SERVICE

Ext-2222

KENARDEN LODGE

287-3777

MILLER MANOR

287-3954

MONYER HOUSE

287-2717

STEVENSON HALL

287-3969

WAGNER HALL

287-4078

WESTMINSTER

287-4148

ALiX
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1. Galpin Hall
Admissions
Treasurer's Office
President's Office
Deans' Offices
Development Offices
2. Severance Art Building
Studio Art
Financial Aid
Registrar
Publications
3. Kauke Hall
Classical, Modern
Languages
Social Sciences

Education
Psychology
Religious Studies
4. Taylor Hall
Computer Science
Mathematical Science
Physics
5. Frick Hall
Art Gallery
Alumni Relations
Development Offices
6. Andrews Library
7. Wishart Hall
Communications
Freedlander Speech

& Hearing Clinic
WCWS-FM
8. Freedlander Theatre
9. Scovel Hall
G eology
Philosophy
News Services
10. Severance Hall
Chemistry
11. Mateer Hall
12.
13.
14.
15.

B iology

Scheide Music Center
Kenarden Lodge
Andrews Hall
Armington Hall

16. Stevenson Hall
17. Douglass Hall
18. Bissman Hall
19. Compton Hall
20. Kittredge Hall
21. Wagner Hall
22. Babcock Hall
23. Holden Hall
24. Merz Hall
Alumni Relations
25. Westminster Cottage
26. Miller Manor
27. Luce Residence Hall
28. McGaw Chapel

29. Hygeia

Student Health Center
Security
30. Westminster Church
House
31. President's House
33. Lowry Student Center
Wilson Bookstore
Keys and IDs
Dining Hall
Taeusch Faculty Lounge
Post Office
Women's Resource Center
Scot Lanes
Mom's Truck Stop
(Snack Bar)

Voice Office

V olun teer N etw ork

Goliard
34. Armington Physical
Education Center
Physical Education
Timken Gymnasium
35. The Wooster Inn
36. Service Building
Personnel

Student Employment
37. Student Services

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Career Development
& Placement Center
Developmental Learning
Center
Warren Tennis Courts
D.J. Hard Tennis Courts
Dale Soccer Field
Golf House,
Boles G olf Course
Murray Baseball Diamond
Severance Stadium
Westinghouse Memorial
Power Plant
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THANKS to all o f the
ADVERTISERS who helped
make this book possible!
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FISHES

C H R I S T I A N
B O O K S T O R E

BIBLES • BOOKS • CARDS • JEWELRY
POSTERS • TAPES • VIDEOS
583 E a st L iberty

P h o n e (216) 264-4117

tfCXVGtfOiVG
CHINESE R E S T A U R A N T

SERVING AMERICAN & CHINESE LUNCHEONS, DINNERS
AND CANTONESE, MANDONESE, & SZECHWAN FAMILY DINNERS
TO TAKE OUT OR DINE IN

LARGER MENU

-

BANQUET FACILITIES - LOTS OF PARKING
NOW SERVING LIQUOR

F O R R E S E R V A T I O N S CALL

2241 BENDEN DR.

MON - T H U R S
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
55

11: 30- 8:45
11: 30- 9:45
11: 30- 9:45
12: 00- 8:45

UPprllnnrlpflS
....
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Welcome College of u,

262 - 4010

°°ster Students

Check out the latest
exciting c o rn e r. f h,ons fr °m
LEVI'S, G U F ^ o n nies such as:
Z. CAVARICCI IW M - EQUIF>m ENT, LEE,
ARICCI, IVY and many more

We Welcome You to Wooster

Sheer Professionals would like to welcome
you to Wooster and to our studios.

Bring a friend and
receive on e haircut for
full price and
your friend’
s haircut for
only $1.00.
C ollege I.D. required.
One block north o f College

W omen’
s
Pregnancy
Services

EDUCATION
LOANS

Call for an Appointment

(216)

345-5444
Another Helpful
Family Financial Service
From WAYNE SAVINGS.

WPS SERVICES:
Offered Free of Charge
WPS can help girls a n d women to
make g o o d decisions by offering them
the factual information a n d practical
services they n e e d , when they n e e d
them. WPS offers confidentially a n d
free of ch a rge the following services:

• pregnancy testing (with results
while you wait)
• a 24-hour crisis hotline
• information on fetal development
abortion and the alternatives
• referrals for medical card and
other community services
• maternity and baby clothes and
accessories
• temporary housing (with preestablished guidelines) for girls
who are homeless during their
pregnancies
• ongoing client-counseling on rela
tionships, parenthood, adoption
planning, lifestyle and goal setting
• friendship and support for the
client and her extended family
• friendship and counseling
available for women suffering
from past abortions.

Wooster • Millersburg • Ashland
Rittman • Lodi

Econo Lodge
Family Plan • Meeting Rooms
Cable TV • Indoor Pool & Spa
Lounge • Direct Dial Telephone
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
A.A.R.P.

(216) 264-8883
Toll Free 1-800-55-ECONO
2137 Lincoln Way East • Wooster, Ohio
(US 30 1 mi. E. of Wooster)

A pregn an cy ca n b e c o m e a crisis when it is c o m 
p lica ted by financial needs, p o o r timing, family
tension, broken relationships. . .
An unwanted or crisis pregnancy should not c a u se
uninformed or crisis decisions.

Spend a night,
not a fortune..

CLEVELAND CENTRE
2914-B CLEVELAND RO AD
WOOSTER. O H IO 4 46 91

(216) 345-5444
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MARIAN’
S

—

e a STYLING
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e

SALON

College Student
Hair Cut
$7® o

Every Thursday
Perm $3000 & up
135 Beall Avenue
W ooster

264-5535

Black Stylist Available

• Fireplace Dining Room
w ith Amish Buggy
• Amish Q u ilt & Craft Shop
• Bakery
• Family Style or Menu
• Banquet Facilities
• Country Breakfast Buffet
(every Saturday)
• New Oak Furniture & Q u ilt
Supply Store
O u r O w n H om e Style

SALAD BAR
C O M E D IN E W IT H U S

Open Monday thru Thursday 7 a.m .-8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday until 9 p.m.
Closed Sunday
176 N. MARKET STREET • SHREVE, O H I O
P h on e: 567-2212
O w n ed by C.O.W . Graduate
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Serving Members
Throughout North Central Ohio

Check with
for ALL
your financial needs!
G r e e n M a c h in e
CIRRUS,
You,savingsfedarMyround toJ>00000

NCUA
N«t*Ooal Credit On,on Admirnttretion

E
M P IR E
AFFILIATES CREDIT UNION INC.
THE

WOOSTER OFFICE:
2056 Portage Road, Suite 100
W ooster, O h io 44691
264-1839 • 1-800-445-3505

Break Time?

Howey House

The College of Wooster
takes it with Greyhound.
When you’
re ready to take a break—
for a weekend or a week, we’
re close
by—with schedules going more places,
more often than anyone else. And with
low, low fares.
So next break, take Greyhound. Call
today for complete fare and schedule
information.

Bed and Breakfast
By Reservation

Wooster Bus Station
416 East Liberty Street
(216) 264-0341

340 NORTH BEVER STREET
WOOSTER, O H IO 44691
Phone (216) 264-8231

GO GREYHOUND
And leave the driving to us.
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IF YOU'RE NOT WORRIED ABOUT GETTING AIDS,

...You're in the majority. Most college students still believe that they are
invulnerable to AIDS. If you're in that ill-informed majority, think again. Take
charge of your life. Take care of yourself!
Planned Parenthood can help with accurate information. And we have
caring, top-notch reproductive health care services for women. Planned Parent
hood offers:
*A Resource Center with Information About a Variety of Sexuality Issues.
‘ Reproductive Health Care Exams
‘ Free Pregnancy Tests
‘ Sexually Transmitted Disease Testing and Treatment
‘ Physicals for work
‘ Female Clinicians
‘ Free Condoms
‘ Information and referral for AIDS Testing

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
"THE FACTS OF LIFE PEOPLE"
Wooster Clinic of PLANNED PARENTHOOD
of North Central Ohio
2680 1/2 Cleveland Road. Wooster • Phone 345-7798

Services are confidential and
affordable. Call 345-7798 for
your appointment today. You
can't afford to wait!
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First Federal
Introduces
Advantage
Checking.
If you write 25 checks per month or less,
First Federal wants to give you an Advantage...

The Advantage Checking Account
•No monthly service charge
•Per check charge o f $.18 if over 25
checks written in a month
•We keep your cancelled checks for you
•Green Machine® ATM Card available

f f F FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF WOOSTER

Downtown:

Uptown:

135 East L iberty S tre et
264-8001

1812 C le v e la n d R oa d
264-7812
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W ooster’
s BEST-KEPT SECRET Welcomes C.OW. Students and Parents

Best Western

Tf&Vjar

WOOSTER
PLAZA

WORLDWIDE
LODGING

“Independently owned & operated”

- IBESTAIJHAMT
M S

243 E. Liberty St. • Wooster, OH • (216) 264-7750

T

Attention College of Wooster Students
We have 10 convenient banking centers, with
several locations conveniently close to campus.
Stop in and see which account is best for you. And be sure
to get your FREE ATM card for those times when you
need some extra cash, quickly!
M ain O ffic e - D o w n to w n
O n the Squ a re

C lev ela n d-B ea ll O ffic e
O p p o s ite the H osp ital

B ow m an Street O ffic e
806 E. B ow m an Street

264-1222

264-9038

264-8812

B u eh ler-M illtow n O f f ic e

P orta ge S qu a re O ffic e

3540 Burbank R oa d

P orta ge Square P laza

345-5723

264-4027

additional banking centers in Shreve, Orrville, Dalton, Fredericksburg and Navarre.

WAYNE COUNTY
NATIONAL BANK

264-1222

Member FDIC
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WELCOME
ALL NEW STUDENTS!

Ctteia Hsiue

COME IN AND VISIT US!
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Get One
Free!
Nowhere can you find a better
pizza deal than at Plus 1 Pizza!
Just order one hot and delicious
pizza made your way and get
the second one free. That’s not
a one time special but a Plus 1
Pizza tradition. And you can
have your pizzas delivered “ hot
and fast” within 29 minutes.

262-8888
516 B eall A venue
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COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE

FLAIR
TRAVEL CONSULTANTS
AUTHORIZED COLLEGE TRAVEL AGENTS
TOURS - AIR - RAIL - CRUISES
HOTELS - RENTAL CARS
EURAILPASSES
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
INTERNATIONAL YOUTH CARDS

346 East B ow m an Street
Wooster, Ohio 44691
Near the C a m p u s
P h one (216) 264-6505
Mon, Tues & W ed - 9 to 5
VISA/MasterCard/American Express

Thurs & Fri - 9 to 6
Ohio Reg. Travel Agent *0305

